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Abstract:-- In our day to day chores the medical field generates huge amount of data. The biomedical data is of enormous volume. The variety of the data generated in the health care sector escalates the complexity both in terms of storage and computation. Due to improper structuring and ignorance of effectiveness of this data, this indispensable data goes to trash. This data on proper structuring may lead to a lot of inferences and postulates when duly valued. In our present scenario there exists no means of proper analytics strategy to cluster and evaluate the data generated by the medical sector. This leaves the treasury of data hunts unnoticed and unaccustomed. The solution to the herculean task of addressing the data needs of this problem domain can be brought about only by the gizmo of big data. The needs of huge data storage and complex analytics of the medical sector can be contended with the emerging technology of big data. The various analytical tools that prevail in big data demonstrates to equip us with mysterious new discoveries. The modern clustering analysis may mark the beginning of a new era in the health care sector. The healthcare being the foremost need of our day to day life, big data is the only scope to mark a tremendous change in the medical sector and thus provide mankind an increased lifespan. May not to an increased life span it may provide the preclusion as the repeated analysis of various data samples may mark the beginning of identification of new panorama for some life threatening malignant disease. This paper focuses on various sampling tests like ANOVA to prove the effectiveness of the therapy and the varied outcomes across subjects of diversified malignancy of the malady. Further the various statistical tests will incur the proved cogent therapy of treatment for individual syndromes. This involves data mining and knowledge based data discovery to extract the data the k-means clustering algorithms to structuring them and the big data tool (R programming) for statistical analysis. This paper aims at the scope of statistical tools that elevates the guidelines of today’s health care
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I. INTRODUCTION

The worldwide medicinal services industry is under note to lessen expenses and further productively oversee assets while enhancing health care. Additionally, rising rates of interminable infection, maturing populaces, changing customer desires about how they need to buy and get mind, and expanding access to online networking and portable advancements are changing the way health insurance is gotten and conveyed. Advancement in models and social insurance frameworks in numerous nations are likewise advancing from an expenses for-benefit way to deal with an outcomes based or on the other hand responsible care approach that expects access to more precise information to report and track conclusions (1). While established data mining approach, for example, grouping can accomplice examination delivered empowered outcomes about, there exists issues (2). Regardless of the inalienable complexities of medicinal services data, there is potential and advantage in creating and executing huge information arrangements inside this domain. A report by McKinsey Worldwide Institute proposes that in the even that US medicinal services were to utilize enormous information inventively and adequately, the area could make more than $300 billion in esteem each year. 66% of the esteem would be through lessening US medicinal services consumption (3). Recorded ways to deal with medicinal research have for the most part concentrated on the examination of malady states in light of the changes in physiology as a limited perspective of certain solitary methodology of information (4). In addition, the information we consider enormous today may not be viewed as large tomorrow due to the advances in information handling, stock piling and other framework capacities (5). Likewise with paper records, each extra restorative experience by a patient brought about extra information added to their electronic medical record, and the amount of information soon surpassed the capacity of standard information preparing methods. Accordingly, new information preparing methods and calculations are being made, for example, Google’s MapReduce, Yahoo’s Hadoop, and so forth (6). This paper focuses on the importance of statistical tools used in big data can sufficiently prove the outcomes of the drug effectiveness or a therapy. These predictions are completely accurate and may enable the physicians arrive at an outcome as fast as possible as the speed is an important parameter in treatment of patients.

II. INTERNATIONAL STATUS

In U.S Since 2010 more than 200 business firms has increasingly used Big data to provide good health care access
to the public. About 40% of the health care are completely automated subjected to machine learning and predictive analysis (7). The Chinese government is planning to set up established big data repositories for centralized healthcare monitoring for its citizens (8). The European commission has introduced the DSM (Digital Single Market) to improvise the healthcare of the people rather at lower costs (9). Thus the Big data proves to establish a huge impact on the healthcare of patients abroad and further predict the causes of some life threatening diseases.

III. NATIONAL STATUS

Right now, in India, numerous medical associations and their administrations welcome the upsides of electronics therapeutic records yet at times utilize them. The present drive for all inclusive healthcare scope in India features the significance of digitising data innovation as a methods for cutting expenses and enhancing proficiency in the human services field. Yet there is a huge demand for skilled man and self-learning systems to predict the patterns. Considering the expenses towards digitization and storage, access only few organizations are trying to implement this concept (10:11). Hence when compared to the international status, our national status on big data utilization in healthcare needs a lot of improvisations which could benefit the entire population and propose an increase in standard of livelihood.

IV. MATERIALS AND METHODS

Here a post stroke rehabilitation therapy is given for upper arm hemiplegia and the recovery of a patient across 1 month post therapy is recorded. The improvement can be well proved by analysing the dataset using some statistical tools. Here R tool is used to make the patterns and observe the predictions.

The improvements in the week 1 across week 4 is indicated by the graph. There is an overall increase in the upper extremity score. Moreover the joint pain has also reduced across the patient showing an increase in the joint pain score.

The statistical spearman test is applied to the patients data extracted over the four weeks which yielded the result as follows:

```
Spearman's rank correlation rho

data: rdata[week1] and rdata[week2]

S = 1533.2, p-value < 2.2e-16
alternative hypothesis: true rho is not equal to 0
sample estimates:
rho
0.9306682
```

The p-value favours alternative hypothesis. The alternative hypothesis here is that there exists a change in the patient. Then the value of rho concludes that the change is positive. Thus the plot and the spearman co-efficient both conclude that the product for which the fugel meyer assessment was carried out has a positive effect on the patient.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Thus the analysis carried out here proves that the statistical analysis using big data has extremely great roles to play to improve the standard of Indian medicine. The area of minimizing health care costs is of great importance especially in countries where there is poor hygiene (12). Thus this paper proves that statistical tools my play a vital role in the health care. When the implemented this would surely improve the healthcare sector.
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